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1 INTRODUCTION
In order to successfully market the northwest region, it will be necessary to invite visitors to the area, and
introduce them to the vast array of resources on hand. As well, visitors may connect through web
searches or other avenues and request assistance in touring the area. To this, this template is intended
to assist in the preparation and successful delivery of resource site visits in the region.

2 PRE-ORGANIZATION
2.1 SITE VISIT OBJECTIVE
The site visit objective must be clearly communicated and defined by the organizing body and visiting
proponents. The objective is, basically, what does each party (the visitor and the host) wants to have
achieved through the site visit.

2.2 VISITING COMPANY / ORGANIZATION REQUIREMENTS
It is likely that visitors will have some special requirements or needs that even they may not consider. As
such the organizers should;
Confirm travel/accommodation booking if required;
Confirm daily rides as well as transport to airport;
Confirm press requirements;
Confirm confidentially status;
Confirm security requirements;
Confirm who is coming and what their corporate status is;
Confirm contact protocol;
Confirm any special requirements, dietary etc.;
Confirm any cultural restrictions;
Confirm any travel restrictions or preferred carriers. IE twin engine helicopters only.

2.3 SITE VISIT OBJECTIVE COMMUNICATED AND GENERAL PROTOCOL
Once the site visit objectives are defined and the visitor’s needs are confirmed, a coordinator or site visit
team should be assigned to the project to build the site visit. As well, a meeting or conference call should
be made amongst the participants to discuss the site visit and the requirements of the visiting company.
At this time, these needs will be discussed among the local participants. As well, this is an opportunity to
steer the group towards the site visit objectives. The concept is to set a general standard of protocol and
hopefully reduce the possibility of negative or improper comments being casually discussed during the
visit.

2.4 SITE VISIT COORDINATOR
The coordinator must have a clear understanding of the site visit objectives, the resource being reviewed,
the host’s needs and the visitor’s needs. If a team is involved, the team mebers will ideally work together
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to ensure the site visit is on point as well as to move the site visit along or to channel discussion amongst
attendees. It is suggested that one person be assigned the lead role.

3 SITE SELECTION
3.1 SITE VISIT ORGANIZATION
The site visit coordinator or team will select appropriate sites and inspect them prior to the site visit, to
ensure the objectives will be met. Travel time and site constraints should also be rationalized. Site safety,
parking, opportunity for discussion and peripheral viewing opportunities should also be considered. (EG
Planning the route to drive by something that is not directly related to the site visit but may have some
cultural or other interest to the visitors.)

3.2 SITE VISIT DESCRIPTION
A site visit description must be prepared for distribution in electronic as well as hard copy. The
description should be brief and include relevant background information on the visitors, the host
organizations and other attendees. General information regarding the visiting company, such as type and
volume of business, number of employees, number of locations should be included. As well, the same
background information should be supplied for host organizations and local participants. This
information will be included in an orientation package.

3.3 SITE VISIT SCHEDULE
Confirm daily marshalling point to start and end site visit;
Allow for rest stops;
Allow for refreshment delivery/stops (EG coffee runs -Tim Horton’s).

3.4 ORIENTATION PACKAGE
The orientation package including a summary of the site visits objectives, relevant maps, relevant data
and attendees list should be a bound package of organized information. The more maps and information
included in the package, the better. This package will stay with the visitor through the tour and if well
prepared will likely be taken home.
Site visit schedule;
Overview of site visit;
Participant contact information (partner companies / organizations);
General information regarding area / region;
Technical and site specific information;
Maps – general to the area, infrastructure etc.;
Maps – specific, technical maps;
Glossary of terms;
Ample space for notes.

3.5 FIELD TRIPS
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Confirm sites meet the site visit objectives;
Confirm how many vehicles are required;
Confirm who will supply the vehicles;
If rentals are required, determine who will pay for them;
Confirm eligible drivers;
Confirm time requirements for each site;
Confirm alternate sites to provide options as the site visit may evolve in progress.

3.5.1 COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
For travel on resource road networks, radios are essential. Each vehicle must have the correct
channels and competent operators. As well, the lead vehicle should be responsible for “calling
kilometers” to keep radio traffic to a minimum. Some areas do not have adequate line of sight radio
coverage or cell phone coverage and there may not be active operations. In these cases, a satellite
phone will be the only option for emergency contact. The communication limitations will have to be
determined during the site organization.
Radios and channels;
Satellite phone requirements;
Cell coverage.

3.5.2 SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Where active harvest or industrial activity is taking place, adequate safety equipment is required for
each person and should include;
Hi-visibility vests;
Hard hats;
Safety glasses.

3.5.3 OTHER GEAR
Rain gear and caulk boots are another consideration dependant on site and weather conditions.
Caulk boots are highly recommended for any extending walks in the woods or logging slash. Confirm
site visit participants’ comfort and ability with walking in the woods/slash. If in doubt, err on the side
of safety.

4 MEETINGS
If meeting and/or meal venues are to be arranged, the site visit objectives and visiting
company’s requirements will determine the venue. If the visitor is arranging the venue, local
confirmation is still required.

4.1 VENUE
Confirm venue if required;
Confirm capacity;
Confirm security requirements.

4.2 AUDIO VISUAL REQUIREMENTS
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Lap tops;
Projector;
Screen;
White board;
PA system.

4.3 FOOD ARRANGEMENTS
Are there any dietary restrictions? Confirm who is responsible for arranging and/or purchasing;
Dinners;
Lunches;
Breakfasts;
Delivery of bag lunches to lunch sites to be arranged.

5 CLOSURE
5.1 DEBRIEFING AND FOLLOW-UP
It is important to discuss the tour with the visitors (debrief) at the end of each day. Determine who will
do “debrief” with visitors at end of each day to evaluate if site visit is meeting its objectives, allowing
adjustments to be made in following days or future site visits. As well, determine who follows up on the
actions / information requests, and ask for constructive feedback on the overall site visit

5.2 GIFTS
A suitable reminder of the visit is a good protocol and gift appropriateness should be determined by the
organizers.
Who will arrange and purchase the gifts;
Who will pay;
Who will present.

6 SUMMARY
Overall, it is important that the site visit is undertaken in a professional and safe manner. Each site visit
will be unique in some aspect and the intent of this template is to simplify the delivery of a successful
visit. The attached “Tour Logistics Questions” is a guide to assist in the assignments of tasks and
responsibilities. Ideally it would be updated regularly through the course of preparing the site visit.
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Tour Logistics “Checklist”
Activity
Pre-organization
Confirm Tour coordinator
Confirm/ understand tour objective
Identify who will be attending (visitors and
local participants)
Confirm who will be attending
Confirm whether travel/ accommodation
bookings necessary
Confirm whether meeting room bookings
necessary
Communicate tour objective to participants
Confirm who will produce, and who will pay
for, tour documents
Site Selection
Sites selected
Site information prepared
Maps
Information sheets
Confirm spokesperson(s)
Orientation package prepared:
Overview of tour
Participant info (coalition companies
AND people expected to be on the tour)
Info regarding area/ region
Site Visit
Pick up visitors from arrival location
Travel arrangements
How many trucks needed?
Who will supply trucks?
Who will drivers be?
Safety equipment
How many hi-vis vests?
How many hard hats?
Spare rain gear?
Communications equipment
Radios?
Satellite Phone?
Cell coverage?
If multi-day, return visitors to accomodations
Meetingst
Confirm Audio-Visual needs
Lap top?
Projector?
Screen?
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Activity
Food Arrangements
Are there any dietary restrictions?
Confirm who responsible for arranging
and/or purchasing
Dinners?
Lunches?
Breakfasts?
Delivery of bag lunches to lunch sites also to
be arranged
Closure
Confirm who will do “debrief” with visitors
at end of each day
Confirm who will keep and summarize a list
of actions/ information requests
Gifts
Necessary?
Who to arrange?
Who to pay?
Return visitors to departure location
Confirm who follow up on the actions/
information requests, and ask for
constructive feedback on the overall tour
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